dialectiq

Harnessing the power of
relationships for peace and
development

Dialectiq is an innovative online visual platform
designed to explore the complex socioeconomic
and political dynamics that underpin conflict and
to transform the way these challenges are addressed. Dialectiq is based on the understanding
that underpinning the search for peaceful development solutions is the need to reshape the power
and influence of one stakeholder over another, and
to build relationships between them. Based on our
unique methodology we are working with peace
and development practitioners as well as governmental organisations to develop politically smart
and adaptive programmes.

Why the need for Dialectiq?
Trying to unravel the complex socio economic and political

dynamics underpinning development and conflict is difficult.
There is growing acknowledgment within the peace and

development sector that achieving sustainable development
outcomes is highly complex and cannot be isolated from a

wide range of relationships and differing interests. As a result
of this complexity, practitioners often struggle to adapt their

How Dialectiq works
Dialectiq uses a unique analytical framework (a combination

of conflict relational theory, political economy analysis, stakeholder mapping and root-cause analysis) to help organisa-

tions navigate the particular contexts of their programmes by
disaggregating relationships and factors that have a positive
or negative impact on peaceful development opportunities.

Using sophisticated information design, Dialectiq presents the

analysis in clear visuals and allows a wide range of stakeholders to engage and find collaborative solutions. By using an

internet-based visual platform, this analysis framework can be

updated on a continual basis as an organisation’s understanding of the context evolves or the context changes, allowing a
live picture of issues and opportunities.

Step 1 – Identifying relevant actors
The objective of this step is to gain a wider perspective
of actors that can influence the peace or development
outcomes. This exercise emphasises the need to look

beyond the narrow programme needs to a wider range
of social, economic and political stakeholders that can
influence outcomes in different ways.

activities as the context changes or their understanding of

Step 2 – Understanding interests

lessons are often not learned. Dialectiq is working with organi-

Once the relevant stakeholders are identified, the next

sations to untangle this complexity.

We believe that finding politically
sustainable solutions relies on
reshaping the power and influence
of one stakeholder over another and
transforming their relationships.
By exploring the dynamics through this lens, development

actors are able to identify the types of power being exerted by
different stakeholders, the relationships that need transforming and the actors that could help facilitate this change.

step requires analysing each stakeholder’s interest/at-

titude towards achieving peace or sustainable development.
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Through discussion, participants describe stakeholder’s
attitudes towards the programme goals, their interest in

a successful outcome and their willingness to change or
adapt that attitude depending on the changing con-

text. Dialectiq generates a graph showing each actor’s
propensity to help transform relationships in line with

programme objectives in order to help identify the best
peace enablers for each activity.

Step 3 – Understanding power
The Dialectiq framework probes users to assess the
power of each stakeholder along the following cate-

gories – economic, political, information management,
authoritative, social, and coercive.

Dialectiq collates the data into a graph that clearly

presents each actor’s different types of power compared
with other actors and in relation to the programme objectives or foci.

Step 4 – Analysing relationships

Step 5 – Identifying entry points for finding
common solutions
Building on these disaggregated relationship dynamics,
users can identify positive or negative relationships

as well as particular elements in those relationships to
focus on in order to increase trust. They can generate

practical ideas for activities and project design around
the transformation of these relationships against clear
indicators towards development or peace outcomes.

Step 6 – Supporting adaptive programming
Development and peacebuilding programmes are in-

creasingly required to promote iterative improvements in
the face of contextual and causal complexity. For organisations operating in complex contexts that are looking

to improve their ability to adapt and to support relevant
stakeholders to find common solutions, Dialectiq can

help by integrating new strategies into existing logframes
or workplans and automating regular updating systems

to create an iterative learning process that evolves with

the context. It provides an analytical framework that can

be easily shared between a very wide range of local and
international actors (including donors/policymakers),

enabling them to come to a shared understanding of the
problem and to develop common strategies.

How we can work together
Dialectiq can help you improve engagement and impact
Understanding these relationships is crucial because
it is within these power plays that people compete,

bargains are struck and formal and informal political set-

tlements are shaped or broken. The Dialectiq framework
explores relationships by examining both structural and

proximate factors that undermine or build trust between
stakeholders: Flow of information; Common/conficting

interests;; Common/Conflicting Values; Legal, contractual, regulatory requirements; Institutional capacities.

for your programmes, through bespoke support throughout your project cycle, from context analysis to design,
monitoring and learning.

We have so far worked on a range of issues from gov-

ernance to youth inclusion and mediation for public and

private institutions, with practitioners and policy-makers.
Whatever your focus, we can tailor Dialectiq to your

needs and help you find inclusive and politically smart
solutions.

If you want to use Dialectiq or discuss ways to col-

laborate on your peace or development programmes,
please email us at zahedyousuf@dialectiq.org

Read more about our work and our learning journey
on our blog at http://dialectiq.blog

